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Chapterr 4 

Towardss Automated Ligand Building 

Abstract t 

Methodss for the automated identification and building of protein-bound ligands in electron 
densityy maps are described. An error model of observed geometrical features of a ligand 
basedd on a lattice distribution is obtained via simulation and is used for the construction of 
ann approximate likelihood scoring function. This scoring function combined with a graph 
basedd search technique results in a flexible model building scheme and shows promising 
initiall  results. Several ligands, with a size between 9 and 44 non-hydrogen atoms, have 
beenn identified and build in an automatic way using a minimal amount of prior knowledge. 

4.11 Introduction 

Automatedd model building techniques in protein crystallography are an essential compo-
nentt for any hard- and software pipeline that is aimed to deliver protein crystal structures 
withh minimum amount of user intervention (Brunzelle et a/., 2003). Model building rou-
tiness such as ARP/wARP (Perrakis et al, 1999), Resolve (Terwilliger, 2003a), MAID 
(Levitt,, 2001) are able to construct almost complete protein structures in a fully auto-
matedd manner (Badger, 2003) given a set of reasonable phase estimates and X-ray data 
off  sufficient resolution. Although the protein part of a structure is recognised, other com-
pounds,, such as DNA, RNA and ligands, cannot be build automatically at present. The 
problemm of ligand building is of particular interest, both from a theoretical and practical 
pointt of view. The chemical variety of ligands bound to proteins is enormous: up to 
date,, more than 4,000 entries are present in the Hetero-compound Information Centre 
(HIC-Up,, http://xray.bmc.uu.se/hicup) and over 2,000 ligand dictionary entries are in 
thee REFMAC5/CCP4 monomer library (Vagin et a/., 2003). Means of handling basic 
chemicall  knowledge of ligands in the interpretation of electron densities at resolutions 
lowerr than atomic and with possible phase errors, is challenging. The practical interest 

http://xray.bmc.uu.se/hicup
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stemss largely from pharmaceutical companies and large scale X-ray crystallography facil-

itiess that desire to automate drug discovery efforts or build up a general infrastructure 

forr structure solution. Ligand building procedures play a central role in the automation 

andd practical feasibility of high throughput X-ray crystallographic screening for lead iden-

tificationn and optimisation, as carried out by pharmaceutical companies such as Abbott 

(Nienaberr et al, 2000) and Astex-Technologies (Sharff & Jhoti, 2003). 

Existingg methods for automated building of non-protein models are either based on the use 

off  torsion angles, interatomic distance matrices or a topological analysis of the electron 

density.. The ligand building methods implemented in XLIGAN D (Oldfield, 2001b) or 

BLOBB (Diller et al, 1999a) fit  ligands to the electron density by varying the torsion 

angles.. XLIGAN D performs a shape matching and needs initial guesses of the location 

off  the ligand obtained via a segmentation of the difference density. A ligand molecule is 

placedd in several trial conformations into the density and a local optimisation to maximise 

thee fit to the electron density is carried out (Oldfield, 2001a). BLOB utilises global 

optimisationn techniques to find the orientation, location and conformation of the ligand. 

Ann example of a distance matrix based interpretation technique is the pioneering work of 

Kochh (1974) and extensions thereof (Main h Hull, 1978; Cascarano et al, 1991; Altomare 

etet al, 2002). These distance matrix based map interpretation methods use iterative 

proceduress for the construction of molecular models in E-maps on the basis of known 

geometricall  features and approximate atomic positions obtained by peak-picking E-maps. 

Recently,, distance matrix based methods have also been applied to the interpretation of 

highh resolution protein electron densities (Oldfield, 2002b). The interpretation of electron 

densityy maps via a topological analysis of electron density maps is closely related to the 

distancee matrix based approach, with the difference that other topological features such as 

pitss and saddle points are considered in the interpretation process (Leherte et al, 1997; 

Menendez-Valazquezz & Garcia-Granda, 2003). Although all three methods have their 

specificc advantages, we chose to investigate ligand building techniques on the basis of 

distancee matrices because of their close link to the model building techniques implemented 

inn ARP/wARP. Furthermore, distance matrix approaches may allow a construction of 

algorithmss for building of partially disordered ligands in a more straightforward way than 

usingg torsion angle based approach. 

Althoughh building of ligand structures in electron density seems to be a different prob-

lemm than building a protein on the basis of free atoms (Isaacs & Agarwal, 1985; Lamzin 

&&  Wilson, 1997), it can be shown that the underlying principles are based on the same 

conceptss (Bart & Busetti, 1976). The main difference between the automatic building of 

proteinn structures and ligands sterns from the repetitive nature of the protein backbone, 

allowingg search strategies where putative peptides, with in advance known stereochem-

istry,, are located and subsequently linked into larger fragments. Ligands usually lack 

thesee repetitive motifs and thus other strategies need to be adopted. 
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Thee methods for building protein structures implemented in ARP/wARP are based on 

pat ternn recognition techniques. A trial polypeptide is constructed on the basis of available 

freee atoms and is accepted for further analyses if some stereochemical and density criteria 

aree met. Decision boundaries for acceptance of a fragment are constructed from empirical 

estimatess of the distributions of noise and signal. These estimates can be obtained from a 

specificc database (Terwilliger. 2003a.b: Kleywegt & Jones. 1996. 1998). The precomputed 

distributionss can be either hard-coded in the implementation, or read in during the course 

off  the program. For ligands the situation is somewhat different. Since the variety of 

possiblee ligands is large, precomputing and subsequently hard-coding distributions of 

geometricall  and density features on the basis of a database does not seem a realistic 

option.. Thus one needs to resort to other methods of characterising the distribution of 

features.. One way of generating possible discriminators is using force field techniques 

and/orr approximating binding free-energy functions, as done by protein-ligand docking 

programss such as Dock (Oshiro &, Kuntz, 1995) and AutoDock (Morris et al, 1998). 

Ann interesting notion is that these molecular modelling techniques can, from a Bayesian 

pointt of view, be seen as a source of prior information for the recognition of a ligand in an 

electronn density map. whereas the correspondence of the molecular model to the X-ray 

dataa can be seen as the likelihood term. This viewpoint is closely linked to crystallographic 

restrainedd refinement, where the following function is optimised by varying the atomic 

positionss {x} : 

IX({x} )) = ln[/(chemical sense|{x})] + ^ ln[/( i^ 6sj {x}) ] (4.1) 
h h 

Thee / ( ^hb s| { x } ) term in expression (4.1) models the probability distribution of the 

X-rayy data given the estimated set of atomic positions {x} . /(chemical sense|{x}) ex-

pressess the prior knowledge of the stereochemistry of the system. In (protein) crystal-

lographyy this expression is usually modelled by a product of a set Gaussian distributions 

centredd on the ideal' values of geometrical features such as distances and angles. When 

/(F£6's| {x} )) is also modelled by a Gaussian, expression (4.1) results in a standard least-

squaress refinement. Modelling the X-ray part of expression (4.1) by a Rice distribution 

resultss in the so-called maximum likelihood refinement (Pannu & Read, 1996; Bricogne, 

1997b;; Murshudov et al., 1997). 

Thee approach we adopted for ligand building is related to the described refinement ex-

ample.. There are two important differences though. Fist of all, rather than varying the 

positionall  parameters in order to optimise the total log likelihood (LL) , the positional 

parameterss and available phases are kept fixed and the interpretation in the form of a set 

off  atomic labels is modified to optimise expression (4.1). The second point is the form 

off  the prior probability of our chemical sense. The crystallographic practice of modelling 

thee prior distribution by a (weighted) sum of independent log-probabilities is followed 

butt the individual probability density functions do not have a Gaussian form. As is the 
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casee for the amplitude part of expression (4.1), the proper functional form for the prior 
off  our chemical sense, can be derived on the basis of a suitable error model on the po-
sitionall  parameters. Whereas the stereochemical quality of an interpretation is gauged 
byy the modelled distribution of the geometric features, the correspondence to the X-ray 
dataa is currently dealt with in a less sophisticated way. The likelihood of an atom given 
thee amplitudes and known phases has been chosen to be an exponential function of the 
densityy height in order to drive the interpretation to those grid points with the largest 
electronn density values. Due to the approximations used the developed function should 
nott be seen as a log-probability, but rather an approximation to that. For this reason we 
wil ll  use the generic term scoring function rather than log-likelihood. 
Att present no suitable distributions or classifier systems for an incorrect interpretation 
(noise)) has been constructed. The availability of these would be useful in disregarding 
(partial)) interpretations during the construction of a large set of hypotheses, thus effec-
tivelyy limiting the size of the search space. 
Althoughh from various topological and geometrical descriptors, distance distributions for 
eachh atomic pair could be generated, we will only use information from bonded atoms (1-
22 distances), bonding angles (1-3 distances), the chirality of the atoms and information 
describingg van der Waals repulsions. Although a large amount of other information, such 
ass planarity restraints, cis-trans specifications, possible intramolecular hydrogen bonding 
patternss and unfavourable combinations of specific torsion angles are ignored, the lim-
itedd amount of geometrical information specified in combination with the electron density 
heightss contains enough information to obtain a suitable estimate of the position, orien-
tationn and conformation of the ligand. 

Thee methodology for automated ligand building presented in this chapter has been suc-
cessfullyy applied to a number of examples as will be shown in section 4.3. An imple-
mentationn of the presented methods will be made available in the ARP/wARP suite for 
automatedd model building in due course 

4.22 Methods 

4.2-11 A prototype procedure 

Thee flow chart of the basic procedure developed for ligand building is depicted in Figure 
4.1.. The protein part of a macromolecular model is refined as a rigid body and the 
resultingg phases and figures of merit are used to generate a difference electron density 
map.. An orthogonal grid is constructed from which points are selected that are likely 
too belong to the ligand. The geometrical features from the ligand prototype and the 
geometryy of the grid are used to construct an error model for the positional parameters 
off  the ligand atoms. A search algorithm designed to optimise the constructed scoring 
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Figuree 4.1: A prototype procedure. Solid lines represent implemented parts. Dotted 
liness denote parts which can be implemented in the future. 

functionn finally results in ligand atom names assigned to grid points. A chemically sensible 

ligandd model can be then obtained by restrained refinement or idealisation of the ligand-

proteinn complex. Phase improvements obtained from a (partially) build ligand can be 

usedd to iterate the procedure in order to look for other ligands. This iterative scheme is 

reminiscentt to the warpNtrace protocol in ARP/wARP. 

4.2 .22 Trial a tom generat ion 

Givenn a difference electron density map that might contain a ligand or other molecular 

fragment,, we parameterise it by an orthogonal grid with a minimum spacing of dgril i be-

tweenn two grid points of 0.50 A . The choice of a grid spacing of 0.5 A is linked to the 

errorr model used, as wil l be explained in section 4.2.3. The orthogonal grid is constructed 

inn such a way that it covers the complete macromolecule, with an added border of appro-

priatee size. Symmetry relations are ignored at this stage. The positional parameters of 

eachh grid point are associated with three properties: density height, occupancy and cluster 

number.number. The density height is the value of the electron density at the location of the grid 

pointt in the unit cell. The occupancy is either 0 or 1 and determines if the grid point wil l 

bee used at specific points in the trial atom generation algorithm. The cluster numbers 

dividee the set of grid points in clusters in which the elements are path-connected. 

Thee size of the set of grid points is defined by a threshold value of the electron density. 

Gridd points with a density height lower than the threshold value pthres are discarded. The 

thresholdd pthres is determined by a method suggested by Lamzin & Wilson (1997). A 
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Gaussiann distribution is fit to the electron density histogram of the difference map and a 

thresholdd is chosen to be equal to that density value where the relative difference between 

thee observed and modelled cumulative distribution is 10%. The selected grid points 

aree clustered using an approach that is related to well-known skeletonisation procedures 

(Greer,, 1974; Swanson, 1994): 

00 Set occupancy of all grid points to zero 

11 Set occupancy of all grid points with an 

associatedd density height larger than pthres 

equall  to 1: Set the cluster number of all grid points to 0. 

2aa Move to the next grid point with an occupancy of 1 

thatt has a neighbouring grid point with an 

occupancyy equal to zero 

2bb Flag this grid point indicating 'to be removed', 

unlesss it only has neighbours with occupancy 0 or 

neighbourss flagged to be removed, or if a removal 

thiss grid point disconnects the neighbouring grid points 

33 Go to 2a, untill all grid points have been visited 

44 Set occupancies of the ;to be removed' grid points to 0 

goo to 2a until nothing changes 

55 Assign different cluster numbers to each grid point 

withh a non-zero occupancy 

Thiss algorithm, known as constrained erosion, delivers a number of isolated grid points. It 

cann be shown that these remaining grid points have not been connected geodesically, given 

thee definition of the neighbourhood in step 2. In the present implementation, two grid 

pointss are defined as neighbours when their distance is smaller than or equal to \Z3dgri(i. 

Thee inverse of this algorithm, geodesic reconstruction (Heijmans, 1992), is be applied and 

yieldss the original set of grid points grouped into connected clusters: 

11 Initialise C to 0. 

22 C = C + 1 

33 Move to the next grid point with occupancy equal to 1 

andd cluster number equal to C. 

44 Select all neighbours of this grid point, set the cluster 

numberss and occupancies to C and 1 respectively. 

55 Go to 3 until no changes occur. 

66 Go to 2 until all clusters are constructed. 

AA similar implementation is discussed by Hunt et al, (1997). The clustering algorithm is 

illustratedd in Figure 4.2. 

Thee number of grid points grouped in a connected cluster, can be used to estimate the 

volumee of the cluster of the difference density. The distribution of these cluster volumes 

inn a typical 2.0 A difference map that only contains density belonging to solvent atoms 
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andd noise, given a threshold value of twice the standard deviation of the difference map, 

iss shown in Figure 4.3. 

Thee observation that noise and solvent atoms in general have a cluster volume that is 

smallerr than 15 A 3 is used as an additional filter for the grid point selection. In practice. 

thee largest cluster is assigned to the ligand to be build, or in a case of multiple ligands, 

thee volume ordered list of clusters is matched to the list of ligands ordered on their size. 

Buildingg multiple ligands with similar sizes requires multiple iterations or more elaborate 

classificationn schemes. These wil l not be considered here. 

Althoughh the choice of the density threshold used in the clustering algorithm can be 

obtainedd via the analysis of the density histogram, another option is to determine it on 

thee basis of the sizes of the obtained clusters. Initial implementations give promising 

resultss but require further testing. 

Too reduce the amount of grid points even further, another selection procedure is carried 

outt that resembles constrained erosion: 

11 Move to grid point with highest density and occupancy 1. 

22 select all grid points within a distance of dp and set 

theirr occupancy to 0. 

33 go to 1 until convergence. 

Sincee the height of the electron density is correlated with the proximity of atoms, this 

proceduree is more likely to preserve the grid points that are close to the position of ligand 

atoms.. Choice of the selection radius should reflect the bonding distances present in the 

ligandd which is sought and the choice of the grid spacing dgrid- Setting dp to 1.1 A for 

thee grid spacing of 0.5 A gives statisfactory results. Using a peak search algorithm to 

selectt possible locations of atoms is another possiblility but has the major drawback that 

att about 2.3 A resolution atoms are not resolved anymore. Peak picking a difference map 

withh a nominal resolution of 1.5 A showred that even at that resolution not all ligand 

atomss correspond to peaks in the difference map, thus resulting in the construction of 

ann incomplete ligand. The grid based selection procedure is insensitive to the shape or 

topologicall  properties of the electron density around an atom but has a disadvantage of 

generatingg a large surplus of initial trial atoms. 

4.2.33 The distr ibution of distances 

Ann error model of the geometric features of the ligand is needed in the design of a scoring 

functionn as mentioned in section 4.1. The positional parameters of the trial atoms are not 

continuouslyy distributed as was the case the in previous chapters but follow a discrete, the 

so-calledd lattice distribution (Abramovicz &z Stegun, 1974; Bricogne, 1974). We assume 

thatt the best possible interpretation is the one that maps the ligand atoms to their closest 

neighbourss on the grid. The proposed error model of the positional parameters consists 
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Figuree 4.2: An example of constrained erosion (top) and geodesic reconstruction (bot-

tom).. Filled nodes represent grid points with occupancy 1, empty nodes represent grid 

pointss with occupancy 0. Numbers inside the nodes represent assigned cluster numbers. 

Nodess are connected by vertices. The successive states of boths algorithms are linked by 

arrows. . 

55 10 15 
Volumee (A3) 

20 0 

Figuree 4.3: The distribution of cluster volumes for a typical 2.0 A difference map con-

tainingg only solvent and noise contribution. 
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thuss of a rounding-off operation of the positional parameters of the 'true" ligands atoms 

too positional parameters of the grid. The distribution of interatomic distances after the 

rounding-offf  operation can be obatined via simulation. Inclusion of any uncertainty or 

"naturall  spread' of a given interatomic distance can be taken into account as well using 

thee following Monte Carlo approach: 

11 Draw a random distance d from a distribution f{djk) modelling 

thee natural spread of the distance between the ligand atoms j and k 

22 Pick a random point d on a sphere with radius d 

33 Apply a random shift on the 'stick' d 

44 Move the the positional parameters of the ends of the stick to the 

closestt grid neighbour and calculate the distance. 

Thiss sampling procedure is applied a large number of times (about a hundred thousand) 

andd the resulting rounded-off distances are stored. The sampling of a point distributed 

onn a sphere is carried out using rejection sampling, the algorithm is outlined in Appendix 

III-1 .. The resulting distribution is normalised and stored for further use. 

Thee present implementation of the algorithm outlined in section 4.2.3 uses the Mersenne 

Twisterr pseudo random number generator (Matsumoto & Nishimura, 1998) and allows 

thee generation of approximately 150 thousand random distances on a grid per second. 

Empirical,, clearly non-Gaussian, distributions for a distance of 1.5 A and an orthogonal 

gridd of 0.5 and 0.8 A are shown in Figure 4.4. The choice of a grid spacing of 0.5 A is made 

onn the observation that none of the distances between bonded atoms wil l a probability of 

becomingg equal to zero after the rounding-off operation. For a grid spacing larger than 

0.55 this probability increases resulting in a likely event that two atoms are mapped to the 

samee grid point. Furthermore, the 0.5 A grid spacing ensures that the distance of a 'true' 

ligandd atom to the nearest grid point, is smaller then or equal to 0.47A. This is an error 

thatt should lie well within the radius of convergence of restrained refinement procedures 

forr the ligand in question. 

4.2.44 The distr ibution of Chirality 

Thee distribution of the chirality of an atom is constructed in a way similar way to the 

constructionn of the distance distributions. Chiral atoms and their bonded neighbours are 

randomlyy oriented and placed on a grid. After rounding off the positional parameters to 

thee nearest grid points the chirality is re-computed. 

Thee chirality of an atom is defined by the sign of scalar triple product of the interatomic 

vectorss between the chiral atom j and 3 bonded neighbours k, I and m: 

CjCj = sign[djk  (dji x djm)]  (4.2) 

dj-j.. denotes the vector between the chiral atom j and a neighbouring atom x. The order 

off  the bonded atoms is determined on the basis of the order of appearance in the input 
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Figuree 4.4: Distribution of distances on a grid, given an ideal distance of 1.5A and a 

gridd spacing of 0.5 and 0.8 A respectively. 
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Figuree 4.5: Conditional distributions of the sign of a chiral volume of 2.77 A3 and a grid 
spacingg of 0.5 A. 

ligandd structure, rather than by the standard priority rules since it is required as an 
internall  standard. 

Generationn of random orientations is done by sampling from a uniform distribution of 
pointss on a 4 dimensional unit sphere. These 4 numbers can be considered to form a 
quaternionn and are used to reorient the fragment under consideration, Appendix III -
1.. Application of this procedure for a large number of times produces an approximate 
distributionn of the chirality for a given error model. 
Thee distribution is obtained after 10,000 trials and takes approximately 1 CPU second. 
Ann example distribution of the sign of the chiral volume is shown in Figure 4.5. 
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4.2 .55 Repuls ion 

Anotherr essential source of information on the internal geometry of a molecular fragment 

aree van der Waals repulsions. A repulsion term models our prior knowledge that a 1-n 

distance,, with n larger than 3. is on average larger than an average 1-3 distance. Re-

pulsionn terms prevent crumpled trial assignments being recognised as possible molecular 

fragments.. The repulsion term used has the following form: 

W(d\a,b)W(d\a,b) = i ( l + t a n h ( ( d- a)b)) (4.3) 

Byy varying a and b. the location of the inflection point and shape of the repulsion function 

cann be modified, as shown in Figure 4.6. From a probabilistic viewpoint this function could 

bee seen as an improper prior (Bernado k Smith. 2000) on the 1-n (n ^ 4) distances, 

althoughh its role should be seen more as an activation function (Bishop, 1995) whose 

logarithmicc form only gives penalties for interatomic distances involved in short, non-

bondedd interactions. 

4.2.66 Searching and Scoring 

AA graph of the known ligand is constructed by assuming that 1-2 distances are uniformly 

distr ibutedd between 1.1 and 1.9 A. A graph of the grid representation can be constructed 

inn a similar way. The distance limit s for the putative 1-2 distances are obtained by 

transformingg the 1-2 distance prior to a grid by using the Monte Carlo procedure described 

inn section 4.2.3. 

Thee search procedure starts with the generation of a set of partial interpretations by 

assigningg the label of a given ligand atom to each possible grid points within the available 

cluster.. These partial interpretations are then expanded by addition of one fixed ligand 

label.. Expansions are generated on the basis of the constructed graph of the trial atoms 

takingg into account constraints dictated by the graph of the ideal ligand. the graph on 

thee trial atoms and the available partial interpretation. Each expanded interpretation 

iss scored. The top Nstore partial interpretations are stored. When all possible one 

atomm expansions have been tried, the stored partial interpretations are used for further 

expansionss until completion of the ligand. We call the order in which specific atoms of 

thee ligand are assigned to the grid points the expansion order. By default the first atom 

too be assigned is the one with the largest number of bonded neighbouring atoms. The 

orderr in which other atoms are 'attached* to the partial interpretation depends on the 

amountt of geometrical information is gained by adding this atom. The larger the amount 

off  geometrical information available on a partial structure, the easier it is to recognise it 

ass a correct fragment. For this reason, atoms are added to a partial structure in such 

aa way that the increase of information available to score an interpretation is maximum. 

Conceptuallyy this procedure should minimise the chances that a correct interpretation falls 
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outsidee the Nstore best partial interpretation, thus risking convergence to an incorrect 
interpretation. . 
Thee partial interpretations are scored in the following way: 

Q(Grid|Ligand)) = t^ior X > [ PP " - ( C l < C )] 
m m 

++ u>c£ln[Pc(C?s|Cr)] 
n n 

++ wTep̂ 2ln[W{d°0
bs\a,b)} 

o o 

++ wden8y]exp[i;/,pj] (4.4) 
3 3 

Ppriov{dmPpriov{dmSS\dm\dmrr)) denotes the probability of the observed distance given the assigned target 
distance.. Pc{C°bs\C^r) gives the probability of the observed chirality after assignment 
off  the labels given the target chirality. These distributions are obtained as described in 
sectionss 4.2.3 and 4.2.4. W(d^>3\a,b) denotes the repulsion terms discussed in section 
4.2.5.. The exp[vLpj]  term accounts for the density values on the absolute scale of the 
atomss j . vi has been set to 7.0 and gives satisfactory results. The multipliers wpnor, wc, 
wwTepTep and «Mens a re relative weights for the contributions of the four features. 
Globall  optimisation algorithms such as simulated annealing (Kirkpatrick et al, 1983) 
andd the cross entropy method (Rubinstein, 1999) have been tried as an alternative to the 
outlinedd optimisation procedure but seemed to lack the ease of incorporating geometrical 
constraintss dictated by the connectivity matrix of the search and target graphs during 
randomm search procedures. Preliminary implementations of these algorithms did however 
showw successes, but required considerably longer time and fine tuning of parameters in 
orderr to converge to the correct solution. 

4.33 Results 

AA number of tests has been carried out on moderate size ligands using data obtained from 
thee PDB (Bernstein et al, 1977; Berman et al, 2000). The parameters a and b, equation 
(4.3),, were set to 2.5 and 2.0. The weights wprior, wc, wiep and u?dens were set to 2, 10, 5 and 
1.. The number of putative 1-2 distances within the selected set of grid atoms is obtained 
byy constructing a graph on the selected grid points with the computed distance limits 
(sectionn 4.2.6). The maximum number of partial structures stored during each expansion 
cyclee was 5 times the number of putativel-2 neighbours observed in the set of trial atoms. 
Thee characteristics of the used structures and X-ray data sets are summarised in Table 
4.1.. The procedure has been run with the specified parameters unless stated otherwise. 
Electronn density thresholds in the building were determined by the procedure outlined 
inn section 4.2.1. By default, the interpretation with the highest score has been used to 
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Figuree 4.6: Repulsion function W(d\a,b) with various choices of location parameter a 

andd shape parameter 6 

Tablee 4.1: Test data characteristics 

Structuree dmln(°A) BWll/Blig
+ (A2) Ligand (non hydrogen atoms) 

NAD HH (44), Cholic Acid (29) 

AT PP (31), AM P (23) 

Propamidinee (23) 

Progesteronn (23) 

Retinoicc Acid (22) 

FDPtt (24), IC49* (33), Sucrose (23) 

DHAP## (9) 

1EE2 2 

10BD D 

102D D 

1A28 8 

1CBS S 

1LD8 8 

Aldolase* * 

1.5 5 

1.4 4 

2.2 2 

1.8 8 

1.8 8 

1.8 8 

2.1 1 

15/13 3 

14/27 7 

38/34 4 

24/25 5 

13/12 2 

18/24 4 

19/18 8 

++ Average B value of the ligand atoms 

tt Farnesyldiphosphate 

**  Inhibitor compound 49 

**  Courtesy of E. Lorenzten and E. Pohl. 

**  Dihydroxyaceton phosphate 
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Tablee 4.2: Building results 

Ligand d 

NADH H 

Cholicc Acid 

ATP P 

AM P P 

Propamidine e 

Progesteron n 

Retinoicc Acid 

FDP P 

IC49 9 

Sucrose e 

DHAP P 

rmsd**  (A) 

0.09 9 

0.09 9 

0.07 7 

n.a. . 
* * 

0.17 7 

0.22 2 
* * 

0.28 8 

n.a a 

0.30 0 

CPUU (min) 

27 7 

5 5 

7 7 

n.a. . 

7 7 

2 2 

2 2 

12 2 

10 0 

n.a. . 

5 5 

ff  : root mean square displacement to deposited coordinates 

n.a.:: not available 

**  : see text 

validatee the procedure. Table 4.2 summarises the results of the building procedure for all 
thee test structures. Detailed descriptions of the building for each case is given in the next 
subsections. . 

4.3.11 1EE2: Cholic acid and NADH 

Thee X-ray data and atomic model of SS-LADH (Adolph et al, 2000), PDB id:lEE2, have 
beenn downloaded from the PDB. The asymmetric unit contains two times 374 residues, 
twoo Cholic acid molecules, two NADH molecules and approximately 1000 water molecules. 
Phasess obtained from a rigid body refinement of the protein part of the structure have 
beenn used as a starting point for the building of cholic acid and NADH. Initial cluster 
constructionn using a grid spacing of 1.5 A reveals 4 clusters of connected density with 
aa volume larger than 80 A3. The clusters with the approximate volumes of 150 A3 are 
interpretedd as NADH, the clusters with volumes around 85 are assigned as possible Cholic 
acids.. Constructing a 0.5 A grid around each cluster resulted in a set of trial atoms that 
weree interpreted given the assigned ligand type. Figure 4.7 shows the initial difference 
densityy with the placed grid atoms and the model after refinement with REFMAC5 for 
onee of the the Cholic acid clusters. The rmsd of the build model to the deposited model 
iss 0.09 A. 
Thee building of NADH resulted in a structure with an rmsd of 0.11 A to the deposited 
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Figuree 4.7: Trial atoms (left) and refined interpretations (right) of Cholic Acid (top) 

andd NADH (bottom) in the original difference density. 
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Figuree 4.8: Difference density with trial atoms for ATP (left) and refined interpretation 

inn the original difference density (middle) and the density after refinement (right). 

coordinates,, Figure 4.7. In order to prevent the algorithm to discard correct partial 
interpretationss during the early stages of the building, the number of partial expansion 
storedd during the iterative extension had to be enlarged by a factor of 4 from the default 
value. . 

4.3.22 lOBD: ATP and AMP 

Thee atomic model of saicar synthetase, PDB id: lOBD, contains AMP and ATP. Because 
off  the ill-defined difference density the described clustering procedure was unable to de-
terminee the locations of the ligands within a reasonable amount of time. For this reason, 
knowledgee of the positions of the ATP and AMP have been used in the interpretations. 
Thee building and subsequent refinement of ATP resulted in a structure matching the 
depositedd coordinates (rmsd = 0.09 A), Figure 4.8. Building of AMP was unsuccessful 
duee to the ill-defined/absent difference density for the phosphate and sugar moiety. The 
depositedd AMP structure has an occupancy of 0.5. A Wilson plot of the deposited struc-
turee factors and a completeness analysis of the X-ray data, indicates that about 15% of 
thee strongest reflections around 3.0 A resolution are missing. This could be a reason for 
thee relatively noisy difference map and the subsequent unsuccessful building of AMP. 
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Figuree 4.9: Top 6 interpretations of Propamidine density (left). The best interpretation 

(* )) and the deposited structure are shown on the right. 

4.3.33 102D: Propamidine 

Locatingg Propamidine in 102D, a double stranded DNA structure, has been carried out 

usingg the default parameters of the describedd clustering algorithm using phases from rigid 

bodyy refinement of the non-ligand part of the atomic model. Interpretation of the dif-

ferencee density and subsequent idealisation of the geometry resulted in the placement of 

thee ligand with a different conformation as compared to the deposited structure. Figure 

4.9.. In the same Figure the best 6 geometrised interpretations are shown. Restrained 

refinementt did not improve the fit of the interpretation to the deposited structure. The 

relativelyy weak density of a part of the Propamidine molecule possibly explains the dif-

ferencee between the deposited and automatically build structure. 

4.3.44 1A28: Proges teron 

Thee position of the steroid in 1A28, a human progesteron receptor, was located using 

defaultt parameters. The built and deposited model differ the orientation of the keto group. 

Figuree 4.10. The interpretation that is consistent with the deposited crystal structure has 

aa slightly lower score but shows more favourable protein contacts than the interpretation 

withh the flipped keto group. These considerations are however not taken into account in 

ourr scoring function. The rmsd of the build and refinement structure from the deposited 

coordinatess (apart from the flipped keto group) is equal to 0.17 A. 
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Figuree 4.10: Difference density with trial positions (left), non-geometrised interpretation 

(middle)) and deposited structure of Progesteron (right). The * denotes the position of 

thee keto oxygen that is different in the interpretation and deposited structures. 

4.3.55 1CBS: Retinoic acid 

Thee retinoic acid in the difference electron density of 1CBS, a retinoic acid transport 

protein,, was 1 built using default parameters, Figure 4.11. The rmsd of the build model 

too the deposited model was 0.22 A. 

4.3.66 1LD8: Farnesyldiphosphate ( F D P ) , Inhibitor compound 49 (IC49) and 

Sucrose e 

Locationn of each ligand in the difference density of 1LD8, human Farnesyltransferase, 

wass carried as follows. The largest 3 difference density clusters could be assigned to the 

individuall  ligands on the basis of the volume rankings. Once one ligand has been build, 

thee protein-ligand complex was re-refined and the new density map has been subsequently 

usedd to build the remaining ligands. Due to the size of the ligands, the number of inter-

mediatee partial interpretations was increased by a factor of 2. Whereas IC49 was build 

andd refined to an rmsd of 0.28 A, FDP was build in a cis rather than trans conformation 

comparedd to the deposited strucure, Figure 4.12. Attempts to build sucrose failed under 

variouss settings. This is ascribed to the fact that the ligand has a high apparent sym-

metry,, resulting in a high probability that the interpretation process does not retain the 

correctt partial structure after each iteration and converges to false minima. 
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Figuree 4.11: Difference density with trial positions (left) and refined interpretation 

(right)) of Retenoic acid (right). 

Figuree 4.12: Difference densities and refined interpretations for IC49 (left) and an overlay 

off  the interpretation and deposited FDP model (right). The * marks the incorrectly build 

partt of FDP. 
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Figuree 4.13: Difference density with trial positions (left) and refined interpretation (*) 
overlaidd on correct Dihydroxyaceton phosphate model (right). 

4.3.77 Aldolase: Dihydroxyaceton phosphate ( D H A P ) 

Thee location of the ligand was found using the clustering algorithm around the residues 

wheree the ligand was known to bound a priori. Inclusion of density terms was crucial 

inn this example. Without this information, the ligand could not have been build auto-

matically.. The refined interpretation is shown in Figure 4.13. Inclusion of protein-ligand 

interactionss would have made the interpretation easier, as DHAP is covalently bound to 

thee protein. 

4.44 Discussion and Conclusions 

Thee modelling of the distribution of distances via a marginalisation of a lattice distri-

butionn proved an adequate tool in modelling prior geometrical knowledge in grid-based 

modell  building routines. Least-squares or non-central Maxwell target functions perform 

worse,, as can be expected from Figure 4.4. Although analytical distributions can possi-

blyy be derived, the approximate distributions are fairly quickly obtained via the Monte 

Carloo simulations. Approximate distributions of relative complex quantities, such as the 

distributionn of the sign of the chiral volume of an atom, can be obtained using simulations 

inn a relative straightforward way. It must be noted that the constructed error model on 

thee positional parameters is an approximation. First of all, distances are not independent 

andd correlations should in principle be taken into account. If efficient ways of storing and 

handlingg multidimensional distributions of geometric features can be implemented, one 

couldd attempt to obtain the joint probability distribution of all geometric features within 

thee search molecule. The second approximation made is that the grid point selection 
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algorithmm designed to eliminate atoms with low density values affects the possible set of 

distancess between grid points. This set of distances has most likely a distribution that 

iss different from the one constructed in our simulations and probably depends on the 

spatiall  distribution of density heights within the cluster. However, the designed classifier 

provedd good enough to recognise the correct solution. A similar situation is present for 

handlingg the available prior knowledge. Currently, a minimalistic approach is pursued: 

ourr prior knowledge is limited to 1-2 and 1-3 distances, chiral signs and repulsions. Even 

withh this limited amount of information one is able to recognise complex models in dif-

ferencee density. Additional information, such as planarity restraints, prior 1-4 distance 

distributionss and ligand protein interactions, wil l most likely enhance the performance of 

thee recognition process. 

Thee models constructed on the grid are close enough to their correct position so REF-

MAC55 is able to optimise the geometry of the ligand. Ideally, a real space refinement 

optimisingg both the positional parameters and the fit to the electron density, should be 

carriedd out on all proposed interpretations. Tuning the parameters of the scoring function 

forr the density to enhance the performance of the algorithm is currently being investigated. 

Ass seen from the progesteron example and, to a certain extent, the Dihydroxyaceton 

Phosphatee example, internal ligand geometric information alone is not always sufficient 

too interpret the difference density. Inclusion of protein-ligand contacts in the decision 

makingg process would help to resolve possible ambiguities, prevent chemically unreason-

ablee placements of ligands and could possibly limi t the search space. A similar approach 

wouldd also be useful for building structure such as glycosilation sites or other molecules 

withh internal repeats. If in the initial stage the sugar backbone can be fitted, subsequent 

placementt of the (carbon) oxygen groups can be carried out using restraints on the parts 

thatt are allready present. Ideally, the building procedure should be able to identify these 

modularitiess automatically and use them to enhance the speed and performance of the 

recognitionn process. 

Thee search algorithm is able to build ligands in a difference electron density, based on the 

proposedd scoring function. A present limitation of the research program may be its speed: 

mostt ligands were build in approximately 10 minutes, whereas ATP took 15 minutes and 

NADHH about half an hour. In future implementations the building algorithm wil l be 

optimisedd for CPU efficiency, increasing the speed substantially. An essential part of 

futuree development wil l be the implementation of efficient mechanisms for the decision 

whetherr an addition of an atom or set of atoms to the available partial structure results 

inn a better description of the observed difference electron density. This wil l facilitate the 

processs further, also enabling the construction of partially disordered ligands, such the 

AM PP example in section 4.3.2, to be carried out automatically. The present version of the 

ligandd construction algorithm wil l be distributed as a /3-test module within ARP/wARP 

versionn 6.1. 


